ALL WE NEED IS YOU!
MOST EFFECTIVE RECRUITMENT MARKETING CAMPAIGN 2018
RECRUITER AWARDS WINNERS!

Guidant Group and Impellam have been working in partnership with Shop Direct since
2001, recruiting and onboarding all temporary warehouse roles across their distribution
centres. During their peak recruiting period which runs from late August to the end of November
each year, Shop Direct require up to 1,500 additional workers to cope with the demands of Black Friday,
Christmas and the January sales. For peak 2017, Guidant Group created a dedicated and innovative
recruitment marketing campaign to attract and engage with the local workforce, in order
to fill all 1,500 roles; a campaign which won us the Most Effective Recruitment Marketing
Campaign at the 2018 Recruiter Awards!

Over
1,500 temporary
Warehouse Operatives
recruited between late
August and the end of
November!

Creating personas to target candidates
The ‘All we need is you!’ campaign was centred on candidate personas.
We researched our previous peak workforce to establish four key target audiences;
three of which reflected existing worker trends - Daytime Dave, Nightshift Nick and Weekend Wasim.
The fourth persona was Female Farah, where we aimed to target a potential gap in applicant demographic,
increase the amount of female workers through challenging stereotype perceptions of a warehouse
				

environment - and in turn, increase diversity.

69% of all
temporary female
					
hires at Shop Direct
					
in 2017 were placed in
the 3 months our
					
campaign
					
was live!

					 Our personas weren’t just created to help us understand who we were going to
target with our advertising, they also reflected the look and feel, tone of voice
and content within our adverts too. We focussed on real workers within Shop
Direct to help candidates really relate – as well as be able to imagine
themselves working within the team in a warehouse environment.

Visibility in the right places

Targeted Twitter adverts
Video content

Persona-focussed imagery and content

Radio advert

Text messaging

Posters

Jobcentre events

Attend key onsite events and post live social updates

Targeted Facebook adverts
Outdoor banners
Organic social media posts
Job boards

Instagram posts

Flyers

‘Recommend a friend’ posters and flyers
Targeted emails through job boards

Engagement emails with workforce

Top job positioning

Job fair events

HTML emails to legacy workforce
Featured client page on our website

Cost
per hire of £10
and cost per
application of
just £0.66!

Successes to shout about
We were successfully able to recruit over 1,500 temporary Warehouse Operatives, catering for initial
intake quantities and also any backfill requirements. This campaign has provided significant value to
our client and has put the importance of employer branding and effective recruitment marketing
firmly on their radar. We are looking forward to building on this success in 2018 and beyond!

The stats

• Over 13,500 calls during the peak recruiting period, and 9,000 online applications
• The budget for the entire campaign was just £15,000 with an average cost per hire of £10
and a cost per application of just £0.66

• 91% of the peak workforce were happy with their experience working at Shop Direct with Guidant Group.
This gave us a total NPS score of 59.22

• 69% of all female hires in 2017 at Shop Direct were placed in the 3 months our campaign was live
• Our peak workforce helped to pick over 755,000 items over the Black Friday period.
They also packaged over 8 million orders over Christmas!
This is no mean feat and we’re so proud of the candidates our campaign helped to attract.

The feedback
“Unquestionably, the success of our fulfilment operation through peak was underpinned by the innovation
and creativity of the Guidant marketing campaign. It was a tailor made campaign that dynamically adapted to our
changing needs, delivering the diverse range of skills across the multitude of operational shifts that we operate.
Quite simply we couldn’t have delivered peak without them”.
James Harper, Fulfilment Director at Shop Direct

National award winners!
On the 3rd May 2018, this campaign was awarded the ‘Most Effective Recruitment Marketing’ award at the
2018 Recruiter Awards, a nationwide accolade we’re immensely proud of.
We were up against employer branding agencies who represented national and well-loved brands such as Boots,
Vodafone, The White Company and Aldi. Through taking the time to work closely with Shop Direct to fully
understand their recruitment requirements, candidate hiring trends, the local jobs market and also their
reputation locally as an employer – we were able to create bespoke candidate attraction and employer brand
awareness campaigns which rival agencies who’s bread and butter is to produce attraction strategies and
activity on a daily basis!
This is something we’re immensely proud of – and Shop Direct isn’t the only client we produce dedicated
campaigns on behalf of. Our Marketing team manage the candidate attraction and engagement strategy and
implementation of advertising across the entire Guidant Group client portfolio, and with some exciting new
projects on the horizon - as well as ever-evolving advancements in advertising opportunities becoming 		
available on a regular basis, now is a really great time to be working with us!
If you’d like to find out more about how we can support your organisation’s 				
talent attraction and employer brand reputation, please get in touch.

“Quite simply,
we couldn’t have
delivered peak without
them.” - James Harper
Fulfilment
Director

